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Mobile premium solutions for education and training, industry and healthcare. 
When it comes to portable storage solutions for charging, syncing and protecting IT equip-
ment, PARAT - as a leading manufacturer in this segment - comes up with suitable solutions 
for any partner and platform. At PARAT, more than 75 years of experience in developing and 
producing premium tool cases meet a wealth of expert knowledge gained from plastics pro-
cessing. This is the basis for creating highly innovative products such as customized, mobile 
cases and transport solutions, which make it easy to integrate even advanced IT and electri-
cal engineering components in line with the most demanding VDE standards. The term 'pre-
mium quality' of PARAT products stands quite literally for an uncompromising high level of 
quality and excellent service.  We should like to take this opportunity to express our thanks 
for the trust you have placed both in PARAT and in our products. Please be assured that 
we will continue to work on innovations and improvements down to the last detail.

Fore more than 75 years, tomorrow and in the future!

PARAT - THE IT EXPERT

PARAT'S HISTORY

1993 20072004
THE MOBILE OFFICE

Expansion of the product port-  
folio to include storage solutions 
for IT equipment. The corner-  
stone for all electrified case sys-

tems was laid.

THE EDUCATION SECTOR
Expanding the product portfolio into the 
education sector let emerge new challen-
ges: the storage solutions must allow for 
simultaneous charging, managing and 

transporting.

CHARGE & SYNC
The Parasync Multi-Dock for iPod 
and iPhone devices is the world's 
first MFI-certified Charge & Sync 
solution for iOS devices and paves 
the way for all subsequent iPad 

cases and cart solutions.

LAPTOP & MEDIA CART SERIES 
With the PARAPROJECT® media and 
notebook carts, PARAT launches 
flexible IT stations onto the market. 

PARAPROJECT® CASE
When the first series cases for up to 
16 iPad devices appear on the market, 
PARAT establishes a new milestone in its 

product history.

SERVICE DRIVE
New additional capacity in develop-
ment and production enables an even 
better service and ensures a high level 

of product quality.

20122011 2018

3030
YEARS OF 

EXPERIENCE 
IN THE IT 

INDUSTRY

TWINCHARGE 
Always staying at the cutting edge for 
our customers, we develop and produce 
according to the latest technological 
requirements. With USB-C® and current 
charging standards such as Power Delive-
ry and GaN technology, PARAT expands the 
successful PARAPROJECT® product series 
- and includes the TwinCharge models.

More on page 12
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PARAT Solutions GmbH | Schönenbach Straße 1 | D-94089 Neureichenau | Phone: +49 (0) 8583/29-444 | Mail: it-cases@parat.eu
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Elegant, modern and compact - the 
PARAPROJECT® case creates an IT-supported 
mobile school environment wherever and 
whenever needed. Managing and transport-
ing portable terminals is as easy as never 
before. This way, a flexible and interactive IT 
classroom can perfectly be put into practice.

PARA
PROJECT

CASE
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The case lid with "EasyUp" hinges allows for extraor-
dinary user-friendly handling of the case. Transport-
ing the case becomes child's play with its low empty 
weight, the 4-wheel concept "EasyMove" as well as 
a 1-meter extendible telescopic handle and carrying 
handles on both sides.

No more cable tangle! All case systems with USB 
charging cables enable a neat cable management 
thanks to their USB ports connected in a row and 
cable routing channels. If need be, the cables can 
be replaced in no time.

COMFORTABLE# 1 NEAT&TIDY#2

One case, many opportunities: whether tablet or notebook, 10, 15, 16 or 20 devices, 
whether iOS, MS-Windows or Android operating system, with or without protective 
covers - the PARAPROJECT® cases provide an advanced storage system for the most 
varied of requirements. As a reference solution for tablet classrooms and training 
courses, the high-quality and innovative PARAPROJECT® case series has established 

itself on the market for smart training and system cases.

HIGHLIGHTS
CASE

08 09

SMART#5
Smart and sustainable: all case systems charge the 
devices via smart USB charging management or ori-
ginal power packs. The integrated, programmable 
charge timer * protects the devices from overhea-
ting while supporting sustainable charging.

* depending on model

Storage compartments integrated in the case body 
offer additional space to stow away accessories or 
working materials and provide connection inter-
faces for Access Point, Apple TV or a master device. 
Thanks to a central USB interface, charging and syn-
cing of the devices is no problem at all even with the 
case lid closed. 

The case shell is either made from scratch-resistant 
X-ABS softtouch plastic or UV-proof ABS/PMMA. 
The robust skin guarantees that the PARAPROJECT® 
cases easily withstand shocks and staining. 

Whether fixed or flexible: thanks to padded push-
in compartments for up to 20 tablets, notebooks or 
chromebooks, the devices are easily stowed away 
and well protected. Our Plus models with plug-in 
slots create even more flexibility and storage space.

HANDY#6

PROTECTED#3 ROBUST#4

Tablet battery-half Sync

PARAPROJECT® CASE HIGHLIGHTS PARAPROJECT® CASE HIGHLIGHTS



CHARGING 
TECHNO
LOGIES

#
STOR

ING

#

The EDUCOVER® cases are perfectly  
suited for use in preschools and pri-
mary schools. One or two large storage 
compartments easily hold up to 20 
iPad devices in unique EDUCOVER®+   
protective covers. The EDUCOVER®+ 
protective cover is made from shock-
proof EVA foam and a hardened screen 
protector to provide best protection 
also when in use. Especially handy: 
click-on feature to hold Apple Pencil® or 

logitech® crayon styluses. 

Separate storage compartments from 
extremely sturdy Con-Pearl® material 
accommodate up to 20 devices, no 
matter whether tablet or notebook. 
In addition, the pockets are padded 
to provide best possible protection 
for your devices. Depending on the 
model, the compartments can be    
individually subdivided using slot 
pockets. The cases are optimally  
suited for use in digital classrooms 

or training courses. 

Depending on the model, up to 15        
tablets or iPad devices can be stored 
in two or three tablet compartments, 
called baskets. Each basket accommo-
dates a total of five devices up to 10.5" 
in separate slots. The baskets feature a 
practical fold-down handle and can be 
flexibly carried from A to B. Four diffe-
rent soft-grip handles, framed in red, 
blue, orange and green, are included in 
delivery and provide best overview of 

your devices.

CASE 
INDIVIDUAL POCKETS

CASE 
EDUCOVER®

CASE 
BASKET

The Charge & Sync feature allows 
users not only to charge iOS devi-
ces such as tablets, the sync tech-
nology also enables the user to   
manage data for all connected de-
vices via the well-proven synchroni-

zation function.

>> S. 16

C&S
CHARGE & SYNC

The Charge Only models easily char-
ge notebooks, chromebooks, Mac-
Books, ultrabooks or tablets. The de-
vices can be optionally supplied with 
power via user's own power pack or 
using an appropriate charging cable 

inside the case. 

>> S. 20

CO
CHARGE ONLY

Tablet battery-half Sync

The TwinCharge (TC) feature allows 
users to charge their terminals ac-
cording to the latest standards and 
at lightning speed. Devices such as 
tablets, notebooks or chromebooks, 
rechargeable via USB-C®, can be char-
ged all at a time. In addition, USB-A 
charging ports, integrated in parallel,       
enable the use of already existing 
charger cables for older devices. The 
TwinCharge technology also supports 
the latest USB-PD (PowerDelivery) 
standard. Here, we talk about a smart 
charging solution that automatically 
recognizes the charging power needed 
for each device from 5V - 20V. More-
over, the terminals can be charged in 
no time, enhancing the TwinCharge 
technology by the QuickCharge feature.

>> S. 12

TC
TWINCHARGE

Tablet battery-half Tablet battery-half

10 11PARAPROJECT® CASE VARIANTS PARAPROJECT® CASE VARIANTS

NEW
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WITH
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NOLOGY



13

The TwinCharge (TC) charging technology is a charging feature for terminals 
such as tablets, notebooks or ChromebooksTM, rechargeable via USB ports. 
The TC-Case models charge your tablets and co. at lightning speed according 
to the latest techniques and requirements. From the clever USB-PD (Power- 
Delivery) function via smart QuickCharge feature up to the most varied of      

storage options - you name it, this all-rounder handles it.

TC
TWINCHARGE MODELS

13

Tablet battery-half

NEWUSB-C ®
& GAN

12 PARAPROJECT® CASE TWINCHARGE



Tablet battery-half Tablet battery-half
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Equipment:
Various push-in compartments and 
zipper pocker for accessories inside the 
lid I TwinCharge charging unit with USB-C® 
and USB-A ports I padded pockets to 
store devices I ventilation slots in the 
case lid and bottom for optimum air 
circulation I temperature sensor I  main 
switch I overvoltage protection I telesco-
pic handle, 4-part I 4x smooth-running 
castors (two of them with wheel-locks) I  
carrying handles on both sides

Variants:
colors: black or white
no. of devices: 10, 15, 16, 20

NEW: PARAPROJECT® CASE UC
for even more charging power!
part. no.: 208700151

NEW: PARAPROJECT® CASE TC20 GaN 
for maximum charging speed and efficiency!
part. no.: 208723151

Equipment:
Various push-in compartments and 
zipper pocket for accessories inside the 
case lid I TwinCharge charging unit with 
USB-C® and USB-A ports I depending on 
model, 1-2 large inner compartments 
to store EDUCOVER®+ iPad protective 
covers I ventilation slots in the case lid 
and bottom for optimum air circulation 
I temperature sensor I main switch I 
overvoltage protection I telescopic handle, 
4-part I 4x smooth-running castors (two 
of them with wheel-locks) I carrying 
handles on both sides

Variants: 
colors: black or white
no. of devices: 10, 20

Accessories needed:
EDUCOVER®+
more details on page 38

Equipment:
TwinCharge charging unit with USB-C® 
and USB-A ports I two baskets incl. soft-
grip handles in red, blue, orange, green 
I ventilation slots in the case lid and bot-
tom for optimum air circulation I tempe-
rature sensor I main switch I overvoltage 
protection I telescopic handle, 4-part I 
4x smooth-running castors (two of them 
with wheel-locks) I carrying handles on 
both sides

Variants: 
color: black
no. of devices: 10

More information about our BASKET on 
page 38

CASE 
INDIVIDUAL POCKETS

CASE 
EDUCOVER®

CASE 
BASKET

PARAPROJECT® CASE TWINCHARGE PARAPROJECT® CASE TWINCHARGE

Tablet battery-half

Tablet battery-half

CASE 
CC CARGO CASE

Equipment:
NEW: stackable charging and transport case 
from impact-resistant polypropylene
TwinCharge charging unit with USB-C® and 
USB-A ports I padded push-in compartments for 
devices I ventilation slots in the case lid and rear 
panel for optimum air circulation I main switch I 
overvoltage protection I/ 2x rubberized wheels 
I telescopic handle extendible up to 1,080mm I 
2x carrying handles on both sides and one large 
handle at the front

Variants: 
color: black 
no. of devices: 16, 20

NEWSTACKABLE

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de I product overview on p.24 I delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar

>> For more details visit parat.de/it-koffer/



Charge & Sync stands for charging and managing devices via one physical 
USB interface or conveniently via MDM (Mobile Device Management Soft-
ware) in WLAN environments.  Here, the PARAPROJECT® C&S models support 
all operating systems and devices which can be integrated either via a USB 
sync unit or WLAN into the MDM. The case not only stows away tablets, also 
a master laptop or MacBook to manage data find their proper place inside.

C&S
CHARGE & SYNC MODELLE

Tablet battery-half Sync MY PARAT        
CHARGE & SYNC 
ALLOWS ME TO 
EASILY PREPARE 
AND CONFIGURE 
OUR TABLETS FOR 
CLASSROOM TEA-
CHING. THE LED 
DISPLAYS ENA-
BLE ME TO MAKE 
A QUICK VISUAL 
CHECK THAT ALL 
DEVICES ARE PRO-
PERLY CONNECTED 
AND CHARGED.
Marco 43, teacher

16 17PARAPROJECT® CASE CHARGE & SYNC



PARAPROJECT® CASE CHARGE & SYNC

Equipment:
Various push-in compartments and 
zipper pocket for accessories in the 
case lid I sync and charging unit I 
storage compartments for iPad devices 
I compartment to store master laptop 
I storage compartment for accessories 
e.g. Access Point, router and/or Apple 
TV I ventilation slots in the case lid and 
bottom for optimum air circulationI 
programmable internal charge-timer* I 
temperature sensor I telescopic handle, 
4-part I 4x smooth-running castors (two 
of them with wheel-locks) I carrying 
handles on both sides

Variants: 
colors: black or white
no. of devices: 10, 16

Equipment:
Various push-in compartments and 
zipper pocket for accessories in the case 
lid I sync and charging unit I depending 
on model, one or two large inside com-
partments to store EDUCOVER®+ iPad 
protective covers I ventilation slots in 
the case lid and bottom for optimum air 
circulation I temperature sensor I main 
switch I overvoltage protection I telesco-
pic handle, 4-part I 4x smooth-running 
castors (two of them with wheel-locks) I 
carrying handles on both sides

Variants: 
colors: black or white
no. of devices: 10, 16

Accessories needed:
EDUCOVER®+
more details on page 38

Equipment:
Various push-in compartments and zip-
per pocket for accessories in the case lid 
I sync and charging unit I three baskets 
optionally in red, blue, orange and green 
I ventilation slots in the case lid and bot-
tom for optimum air circulation I telesco-
pic handle, 4-part I 4x smooth-running 
castors (two of them with wheel-locks) I 
carrying handles on both sides

Variants: 
color: black
no. of devices: 15

For more information about our BASKET 
see page 38

CASE 
NDIVIDUAL POCKETS

CASE 
EDUCOVER®

CASE 
BASKET

ALSO 
AVAIL

ABLE IN
WHITE

18 19

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de I product overview on p.24 I delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar



Our Charge Only models easily recharge 10, 15, 16 or 20 notebooks,             
chromebooks, MacBooks, ultrabooks or tablets. Here, the devices are 
supplied with power optionally via user's own power pack or using an appro-

priate charging cable provided in the case.

CO
CHARGE ONLY

PARAPROJECT® CASE CHARGE ONLY

Tablet battery-half

20 21



WHAT I REALLY 
LIKE ABOUT MY 
PARAT CASE IS 
ITS CONVENIENT 
HANDLING. THE 
USER-FRIEND-
LY TECHNOLOGY 
MAKES IT SIMPLE 
FOR ME TO AC-
CESS  MY DIGI-
TAL CLASSROOM 
MATERIALS QUI-
CKLY AND EASILY, 
EVERYWHERE I 
NEED THEM IN THE 
BUILDING.
Melanie 43,teacher

CASE 
N10 / C10

CASE 
i20

Equipment
case lid with various compartments and 
pocket to store an Access Point I 10x 
storage compartments for laptops up to 
15.6" I storage compartments for a total 
of 10x original power packs to charge 
notebooks I telescopic handle, 4-part I 
4x smooth-running castors (two of them 
with wheel-locks) I carrying handles on 
both sides I internal charge-timer to limit 
charging time and separate socket for 
Access Point

Variants:
colors: black or white
no. of devices: 10

Equipment
case lid with various compartments and 
pocket to store an Access Point I 20x sto-
rage compartments for 20 iPad devices/
tablets I charging unit (2x MC10-Multi-
Charger) I ventilation slots in the case lid 
and bottom for optimum air circulation 
Itelescopic handle, 4-part I 4x smooth-
running castors (two of them with wheel-
locks) I carrying handles on both sides

Variants: 
color: black
no. of devices: 20

Also available as EDUCOVER® version

CASE 
N12

Equipment
case lid with various compartments 
and pockets to store Access Point I 12x 
storage compartments for laptops up to 
15.6" I storage compartments for a total 
of 12x original power packs to charge 
notebooks I telescopic handle, 4-part I 
4x smooth-running castors (two of them 
with wheel-locks) I carrying handles on 
both sides I internal charge-timer to limit 
charging time and separate socket for 
Access Point

Variants: 
colors: black or white
no. of devices: 12

Equipment
case lid with various compartments 
and pocket to store Access Point I 16x 
storage compartments for laptops up 
to 15.6" I storage compartments for 
a total of 12x original power packs to 
charge notebooks I storage compart-
ment for master laptop and pocket to 
hold accessories such as Access Point 
and router I telescopic handle, 4-part / 
4x smooth-running castors (two of them 
with wheel-locks) I carrying handles on 
both sides I internal charge-timer to limit 
charging time and separate socket for 
Access Point

Variants: 
colors: black or white
no. of devices: 16

CASE 
N16

Tablet battery-halfTablet battery-half battery-halfbattery-half
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* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, 
changes&errors excepted, image similar



CHARGING TECHNOLOGY >> P. 10

STORAGE SYSTEM >> P. 11

THREE CASE SIZES

24 25PRODUCT OVERVIEW

PRODUCT
GUIDE

CASE 
INDIVIDUAL 

POCKETS

CASE 
EDUCOVER®

CASE 
BASKET

#

The PARAPROJECT® cases are available in three sizes: S:530 x 360 x 450 I M: 530 x 390 x 495 I L: 720 x 390 x 550 *outside dimensions (WxDxH)

C&S
CHARGE & SYNC

Tablet battery-half Sync

TC
TWINCHARGE

Tablet battery-half

CO
CHARGE ONLY

Tablet battery-half

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar

No. of
devices Part no. Model Cable Pocket type Color

10

20871015101 Case TC10 Plus, USB-C® without cable individual

208710151 Case TC10, USB-C® without cable individual

208716151 Case TC10 EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover without cable EDUCOVER®

208716170 Case TC10 EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover without cable EDUCOVER®

208740151 Case TC10 BASKET, USB-C® without cable BASEKT

15 
16

20871515101 Case TC15 Plus, USB-C® without cable individual

208705151 MicroCase TC15, USB-C® without cable individual

208706151 MicroCase TC15 incl. USB-A to Lightning®/LED cable individual

20872015116 Case TC16, USB-C® without cable individual

20872215116 Case TC16, USB-C® incl. USB-C® to USB-C® cable individual

643301039916 Case CC16 CargoCase, USB-C® without cable individual

20

20872015101 Case TC20 Plus, USB-C® without cable individual

208720151 Case TC20, USB-C® without cable individual

208720170 Case TC20, USB-C® without cable individual

6433010399 Case CC20 CargoCase, USB-C® without cable individual

208700151 Case UC20 UltraCharge, USB-PD mit USB-C® without cable individual

208722170 Case TC20, USB-C® incl. USB-C® to USB-C® cable individual

208722151 Case TC20, USB-C® incl. USB-C® to USB-C® cable individual

208721151 Case TC20 ncl. USB-A to Lightning®/LED cable individual

208721170 Case TC20 ncl. USB-A to Lightning®/LED cable individual

208726151 Case TC20 EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover without cable EDUCOVER®

208723151 Case TC20 GaN, TwinCharge, USB-C® without cable individual

No. of
devices Part no. Model Cable Fächerart Color

10

208.618-151 Case i10 incl. USB Lightning® cable individual

208.618-170 Case i10 incl. USB Lightning® cable individual

208642151 Case i10 Typ-C incl. USB-C® cabel individual

208.617-151 Case i10 EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover incl. USB Lightning® cable EDUCOVER®

208.617-170 Case i10 EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover incl. USB Lightning® cable EDUCOVER®

15
16

208.650-15101 Case i15 BASKET incl. USB Lightning® cable BASKET

208.600-15101 Case i16 incl. USB-A to Lightning® / LED cable individual

208.600-17001 Case i16 incl. USB-A to Lightning® / LED cable individual

20860315101 Case i16 Typ-C incl. USB-C® cable individual

208.640-15101 Case i16 EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover incl. USB-A to Lightning® / LED cable EDUCOVER®

208.640-17001 Case i16 EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover incl. USB-A to Lightning® / LED cablel EDUCOVER®

TC: TWINCHARGE 

C+S: CHARGE & SYNC 

CO: CHARGE ONLY 
No. of

devices Part no. Model Cable Pocket type / accommodates Color

10

208.420-151 Case N10 original power pack Ultrabooks, Chromebooks, Laptops up to  15,6"

208.420-170 Case N10 original power pack Ultrabooks, Chromebooks, Laptops up to 15,6"

208.630-151 Case C10 original power pack Chromebook/Ultrabook up to 15,6"

208.630-170 Case C10 original power pack Chromebook/Ultrabook up to 15,6"

12
208.418-151 Case N12 original power pack MacBook, Ultrabook, Chromebook up to 15,6"

208.418-170 Case N12 original power pack MacBook, Ultrabook, Chromebook up to 15,6"

16
208.440-15101 Case N16 original power pack tablets/tablet-PCs up to 12", not rechargeable via USB

208.440-17001 Case N16 original power pack tablets/tablet-PCs up to 12", not rechargeable via USB

20
208.620-151 Case i20 without cable individual compartment

208.625-151 Case i20 EDUCOVER®+/KC without cable EDUCOVER®+/KidsCover
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battery-half Sync

Charging, syncing and storage station for up to 
40 tablets. The PARAPROJECT® trolley combines 
ergonomic design, functionality and device  
protection in one versatile storage solution 
for tablets and notebooks. Perfectly suited for     
applications where a large number of IT devices 
need to be always charged and ready for use. 

i32 PRO
U32
U40/20 WOL
C30

28
29
30
31

Tablet 

Tablet 

Tablet 

Tablet 

LAPTOP

LAPTOP

LAPTOPNEW

26 27PARAPROJECT® TROLLEY



i32 PRO U32
29PARAPROJECT® TROLLEY I32 PARAPROJECT® TROLLEY U3228

The PARAPROJECT® Trolleyi32 char-
ges, syncs and securely stores up 
to 32 USB-rechargeable tablets 
via one central unit. Thanks to in-
tegrated castors, the trolley plus IT 
equipment can be smoothly whee-
led from one classroom into the   

other - easily and without stress.

#1 CHARGE&SYNC
Numbered slots on two storage 
bays easily accommodate even 
wider cases such as EDUCOVER®+ 
and KidsCover as well as a key-
board cover. Charging cables can 
be neatly stowed away in the slots 
and optimally adapted depending 
on the distance from the tablet and 
routed right up to the USB charging 

unit on the back of the case.

#2 NEAT&TIDY
The USB sync ports, next to the LED 
status displays on top of the working 
surface, allow to manage all tablets 
via MDM software, Apple configura-
tor or KNOX (software not included). 
As a particularly handy and space-
saving feature, the case comes with 
two retractable and lockable doors.

#3 HANDY

832.510-999 Trolley i32 Pro, Charge&Sync; incl. Lightning®-cable | 832.530-999 Trolley i32 Pro, Charge&Sync; without cable

The PARAT Trolley U32 from the   
PARAPROJECT® series is a practical 
cart plus portable charging station 
rolled into one. It easily accommo-
dates a total of 32 tablets, chrome-

books or laptops up to 15.6".

#1 CHARGE
32 compartments on three pull-out 
storage bays offer plenty of space 
to hold even wider devices, large 
cases and keyboard covers. The 
cable routing is neatly integrated in 
the slots and allows users to indivi-
dually adapt the cable lengths de-
pending on the size of the device.

#2 FLEXIBLE
The technical equipment compart-
ment is secured behind a lockable 
door on the back of the cart. A cen-
tral power unit enables to connect 
up to 32 original power packs to 
Schuko sockets. Refitting the case 
with a TC5 TwinCharge module   
(accessory) provides power supply 

via USB-C®.  

#3 CENTRAL

832.600-999 Trolley U32

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar
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31PARAPROJECT® TROLLEY U40/20 WOL PARAPROJECT® TROLLEY C303030

#1 CHARGE #2 MANAGE #3 SECURING

840.000-999 Trolley U40/20 WOL

This space wonder easily accommo-
dates up to 40 tablets or notebooks 
incl. power packs in push-in compart-
ments or slots while at the same time 
supplying them with energy: In addi-
tion, an optionally integrated switch 
in 19" rack format simultaneously all-
ows users to manage up to 20 devices 

via Wake-On-LAN technology.

The Smart Charging Management 
feature enables to recharge the pow-
er packs of your terminals in parallel 
mode for maximum availability of 
your equipment. Moreover, an in-
tegrated charge-timer allows to set 
optimally scheduled charging times 
per day and week for the extra bit of 

planning security and efficiency. 

The robust, hard-wearing steel body 
combined with lockable roller shut-
ters protect the valuable case con-
tent. At the same time, an active ven-
tilation system prevents the devices 
from overheating. Additionally on 
board: a Schuko socket on the side 
panel for further hardware, a network 

connector and main switch.

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar

U40/20 
WOL C30

Tablet battery-half
NEW

USB-C ® AND

30X FULL
CHARGE 

POWER

The new Trolley C30 is equipped with 
the latest USB-C® ports. Up to 60W 
per port enable quick charging and 
support USB-PD Power Delivery. The 
C30 is compatible with all devices 
such as tablets, chromebooks or lap-

tops rechargeable via USB-C®.

#1 CHARGING         
POWER

Arranged on three storage bays, 
up to 30 tablets, chromebooks or 
laptops can be securely stored and 
transported in the slim case body. 

The top surface serves as a desk.

#2 SMART
INSIDE&OUTSIDE

A smart LED display with viewing 
window on the case body provides 
clear overview of the charging sta-
tus of each single terminal. This all-
ows users to check and control the 
respective charging data per port.

#3 FULL CONTROL

830710999 Trolley C30 incl. Lightning®-cable | 830720999 Trolley C30 incl. USB-C®-cable | 830700999 Trolley C30 without cable

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar
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PARA
PROJECT

CUBE

battery-half Sync

Smart charging station - if you're looking for a 
charging solution on a minimum footprint, the 
PARAPROJECT®  Cube is exactly the right choice. 
Mounted to a wall surface or stackable up to 
three units, the cube provides flexible use. The 
lockable cube protects the devices from unaut-
horized access and guarantees reliable rechar-
ging of the power packs.

Cube U10
Cube C12

34
35Tablet 

Tablet 

NEW

PARAPROJECT® CUBE
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U10
PARAPROJECT® CUBE U10

Mounted to a wall and stackable 
up to 3 units, the cube provides 
flexibility for the use in many fields 
of applications when charging and 

syncing up to 10 tablets.

>>  suitable wall mounting
part no.: 990.575-999

#1 CHARGE & SYNC
The cube's lockable and retracta-
ble front door protects your devices 
from unauthorized access. In order 
to prevent the risk of overheating, 
the cube comes with an automatic 

ventilation system.

#2 NEAT&TIDY
Portable baskets can be used as a 
supplement in order to transport the 
tablets from the place of storage to 

the place of action.

>>  for baskets see page 38 

#3 HANDY

990.590-999 Cube U10 incl. USB-A to Lightning®-cable | 990.592-999 Cube U10 incl. USB-A to USB-C®-cable

C12
PARAPROJECT® CUBE C12

Tablet battery-half

990701999 Cube C12 incl. Lightning®-cable | 990702999 Cube C12 incl. USB-C®-cable | 990700999 Cube C12 without cable 

NEWUSB-C ® 

AND MORE 

SPACE

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar * depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar

The new Cube C12 is fitted with 
the latest USB-C® ports. Up to 45W 
per port enable quick charging and 
support USB-PD Power Delivery. 
The C12 is compatible with all devices                                           
such as tablets, chromebooks and 
laptops rechargeable via USB-C®.

#1 USB-C® CHARGING 
MANAGEMENT

Thanks to the vertically arranged 12 
compartments, devices with or without 
cases/keyboard covers up to a total 
size of 360x290x32mm each (LxHxW) 
can be individually used - perfectly 
suited for max. 14" devices. The newly 
designed lockable roller shutter disap-
pears into the bottom of the case and 
provides even more space for a quick 

and easy removal of the devices.

#2 MORE SPACE
The LED displays in the viewing 
window allow users to visually 
check the charging status of each 
device even with the lid closed. De-
pending on the model, the case co-
mes with the appropriate USB-C® to 
C or USB-C® to Lightning® cables in 

optimized lengths.

#3 PLUG 
& CHARGE
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PARA
PROJECT

ACCESSORIES

battery-half Sync

From charging cables to robust protective     
covers such as the EDUCOVER®+ right up to 
the practical basket bag for convenient trans-
port of your tablets - we offer a broad variety 
of accessories for a portable and digital lear-
ning environment!

TabletBag & BASKET
EDUCOVER® + protective case
Charger
Charging cables

38
38
38
39

NEW

PARAPROJECT® ACCESSORIES
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BASKET
for 5 devices

KIDSCOVER
protective case

Equipment:
ncl. soft-grip handles (red, blue, green 
orange) I 5 padded compartments for 
tablets up to 11" I reinforced case body 
makes the bag extremely robust I ad-
justable padded shoulder strap for the 
highest of carry comfort I padded tablet 
pockets protect the devices against 
shocks I part no.: 5990860991

Equipment: 
case with carry handle, incl. ScreenCover 
and stylus (pen) I for iPad devices 8th & 
9th generation, 10.2"

black: 990.585-441
green: 990.585-443
orange: 990.585-444
blue: 990.585-445

EDUCOVER®+
protective case incl. stylus holder

Equipment:
ergonomic carry and kickstand handle  I 
click-on feature to hold an Apple Pencil® 
or logitech® Crayon  I incl. hardened 
screen protector for iPad devices  I for 
iPad devices 8th & 9th generation, 10.2"

red: 990586441
green: 990586443
orange: 990586444
blue: 990586445

TABLETBAG
for 10 devices

Equipment:
zip fastener with double zipper (lockable) 
I business card pocket (outside) I com-
partment for accessories inside I shoul-
der&carrying strap I10 padded compart-
ments for tablets up to 12.9" I reinforced 
bottom and side panels
part no. 5990861991

TC-5
TwinCharge

Equipment:
5x USB A and 5x USB C® ports / auto-
matic adjustment via USB-PD Power 
Delivery and QuickCharge standards (to 
support quick charging mode)

Also available with GaN technology!
part no.: 990596999

MC10
MultiCharger for 10 devices

Equipment:
LED display I 10x USB-A port I power in-
put (AC) I on-off switch

part no. 990555999

USB-A 
to Lightning® Connector

to USB-C®

to USB-C®

USB-C® 
to Lightning® Connector

0,3m: 990.554-999
1,0m: 990574999

0,4m: 990598999
1,0m: 990597999

0,5m: 990567999
1,0m: 990564999

0,3m: 990589999
0,4m: 990599999
1,0m: 990588999

LED-KABEL
 to Lightning® Connector

USB-A, 1,2m: 99055799901
USB-C®, 1,2m: 990561999

WITH 

CLICK-ON FEA-

TURE
 FOR APPLE 

PENCIL ® OR 

LOGITECH ® 

CRAYON

* depending on model, more details & technical data sheets online at parat.de | product overview on p.24 | delivered unequipped, changes&errors excepted, image similar



PARAT 
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FUTURE
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ACT 
SUSTAIN
ABLEWITHPARAT

6 GOOD 
REASONS

Maximum storage space on a minimal footprint combined with the latest techno-
logy: our guiding idea for the storage and transport solutions of tomorrow! Always 
having an open ear to our customers and the passion for detail enable us to deve-

lop new ideas and projects for the future -  every day. 

State-of-the-art charging 
technology with USB-C® 
ports, along with fast char-
ging power according to 
USB-PD Power Delivery, 
QuickCharge and GaN stan-
dards, those are the future-
proof performance features 
of the newest PARAPROJECT® 
case and trolley generation. 
In addition, already existing 
classic, single power packs 
for laptops and tablets can 
be connected to some pro-
ducts. Carefully selected 
USB cables with LED display 
and robust reinforcements 
complete the entire portfo-
lio.

A long service life of a pro-
duct is basically more sus-
tainable than having to buy 
new. This is exactly why 
our products are designed 
with the aim to repair them 
or replace individual parts 
(screw-ons) in case of wear 
and tear or in the event of an 
accident. We offer, beyond 
the statutory warranty ob-
ligation, individual service 
concepts and extended war-
ranty cover within the frame-
work of a tender or master 
agreement.

REPAIR RATHER 
THAN BUY 

INNOVATIVE 
TECHNIQUES 

WWW.PARAT.DE

WHY PARAT - 6 REASONS



ALWAYS 
READY
PARAT

43CONTACT

Do you have any questions about our 
product or do you need a concrete offer 
within the scope of a call for tender?    
Regardless of how diverse your con-
cerns are, we will do our best to help you 
and find a solution that suits your exact 

needs.

Sales location
Neureichenau

Phone: +49 (0) 8583/29 444
Mail: it-cases@parat.eu

PARAT Solutions GmbH
Schönenbach Straße 1
94089 Neureichenau

© PARAT   Subject to error and alteration. Products delivered without any 
equipment. All brand names and protected trademarks are the property 

of their respective owners. Mentioning those brand names and protected 
trademarks has merely descriptive nature. The indication of the brands is 

made by the respective author.

Long-life cycle and work-
manship that wows the user. 
We  exclusively use extremely 
sturdy and well-proven ma-
terials to produce our high-
class IT systems cases and 
carts. The sourcing of raw 
materials and components 
as well as the manufacturing 
process itself are carried out 
in accordance with the most 
demanding European and 
international guidelines for 
supply chains and material 
standards.

QUALITY THAT'S 
WORTH IT

Security and protection of 
both user and high-class 
devices are our top priority.                           
Our product portfolio is sub-
ject to various TÜV/GS and 
DIN standards. This is why 
we not only test each sing-
le technical component, we 
also test the overall system 
at maximum capacity in or-
der to guarantee product 
safety under real world con-
ditions.

thumbs-up
SOPHISTICATED 

SECURITY 

Inner values that are con-
vincing. Solutions that are 
well thought-out. With ever-
ything in the right place:  a 
huge variety of model vari-
ants offer the right oppor-
tunity for practically any 
application profile and de-
vice combination to find the 
configuration of your wish. 
Whether tablets, laptops or 
further peripheral devices, 
all is designed for flexible 
and ergonomic use.

FOCUSING ON 
ERGONOMICS

Satisfied customers are tho-
se who have invested in the 
right product right from the 
start. This is why PARAT sup-
ports all sales partners and 
their customers from compre-
hensive advice to demonstra-
tion models up to individual 
demand analysis on site. 
With the use of digital con-
tent and products to see and 
touch at trade fairs, we reach 
the greatest common ground 
to accompany our customers 
during procurement and in 
calls for tender on the way to 
finding a perfect solution.
You can rely on PARAT - whe-
rever and whenever required. 
Please feel free to contact us!

Comment-Alt
EXCELLENT SALES 

SERVICE

For more details and technical data sheets please 
go online at parat.de/it-koffer/




